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Since submitting Petition 1673 a large number of people supportive of the Petition, have 
contacted me detailing their experiences of how the current system is letting down children and 
families.    My network includes, mothers, families, social workers, directors of childrens 
charities, deregistered foster carers and other interested parties.    In responding to the latest 
report from the Scottish Government I will include observations and comments from them.      
 
The last time your Committee discussed my Petition, it was agreed to inform the Independent 
Care Review of it.   I have been in direct contact with the Chair, and the secretariat leader over 
the past year.   We have very regular contact and sharing of information.       In recent weeks I 
have had a five hour face to face meeting with the Chair and a member of the secretariat.     We 
have no disagreement over any of the work the Independent Review Group is doing and we 
have very similar views to the way forward.     We have similar reservations about the current 
system, in particular the blatant ignoring of current legislation, the deliberate misuse of that 
legislation and the ignoring of decisions by the higher and appeal courts. 
 
 Many have written to the Chair explaining their experiences of the current child protection 
system.    The Chair has and is interviewing those who have written to her.    I am scheduled 
to have further meetings.   Part of the information sharing is a list of over 100 recommendations 
to the Care Review composed by myself and the network.  All information is being given to the 
Edges of Care Group who are investigating how children end up in care.    The Chair has 
indicated her appreciation and praised the giving of such evidence to her Review Group.   
 
The latest response from the Scottish Government is “same old, same old” material.    It repeats 
previously supplied information and does not accept that there are fundamental and major 
problems within current child protection.     There is a large consensus that there is within 
Government, civil servants, Local Authorities and many third sector organisations individuals 
who are institutionally, engrained, entrenched and determined that the status quo must be 
retained at any cost.  There is a consensus that some or all of these organisations through their 
responses to Petition 1673, want it dropped as soon as possible.   Why do they fear an 
independent legal review of aspects of the process if everything is in their minds good?    In 
many cases financial reward is seen as a driving force for the current system to continue.   
Payments to foster carers and agencies is estimated at well over £600 million a year. 
The continued promotion of the GIRFEC policy is seen as creating more problems for families.   
A consensus around families, professionals and others is that GIRFEC should be replaced in 
its entirety  by a new program, GIRFEF (Get it Right For Every Family) In previous discussions 
around Petition 1673 you have asked the questions  “is their insufficient support for families” 
and “is there a mindset that says children must go into care?”    The answer to both is yes and 
one triggers the other and vice versa.    A recent media report where the First Minister said she 
was “The Chief Mammy” was found by many to be insensitive and offensive considering the 
outcomes for looked after children. 
 
Petition 1673, requests an independent QC led investigation into all aspects of child protection.    
I can only find record of three legally led investigations into child protection.   The original 
Kilbrandon Report that set up the current system in 1971.    The Lord Clyde investigation into 
the Orkney fiasco and the current Lady Anne Smith investigation into historic abuse in care.    
All other reports and studies into child protection have been carried out by or for different 
sections of child protection.   All have had their own vested interests and agendas and each 



claim that the system is working well.   All of these reports are researched and produced by 
those with vested interests in maintaining the status quo, backing the entrenched views as 
mentioned above.   Unlike the current Independent Care Review, families were not included 
within the research projects.    Those reviews were not holistic. 
 
The Independent Care Review is, as far as we can see, the first and only Review to look 
holistically at the overall system of child protection and speak directly to parents and others  
who have experienced the current system.    I fully support the current Independent Review 
Group and the work it is doing.    The only problem is that it is not due to report back until late 
2020.    Furthermore, I believe that the Petition is asking for a review into aspects that cannot 
be covered in depth by the current Independent Review.   From past experience, the 
Government will take two to three years to review their findings before deciding what action, if 
any, they will take.    Most of the recommendations in the Lord Clyde Report of 1992 were 
never really brought into being.    Todays practices in taking children into care are no different 
to those practiced at the time of the Lord Clyde and Lady Ann Smith enquiry periods.   The only 
difference is more children are now being taken into care primarily through abuse and misuse 
of legislation and Government Guidelines. 
 
As said the current system is being abused by those responsible for child protection.      The 
current legislation (48 statutes and Statutory Instruments) is cumbersome and not understood 
by the practitioners, never mind the families and their legal advisers.     Practitioners ignore the 
legislation, failing on a regular basis to comply with the law.   Failure to give parents notice of 
Hearings, failing to give families copies of Legal Documents within time frames and failing to 
call Hearings within the time frames.    All paperwork submitted to the Courts and Hearings in 
relation to looked after children is done primarily by social workers.       Across all those involved 
in child protection including other professionals, parents, families and lawyers there are  similar 
observations.   That is that these papers contain deliberate misleading information and on far 
too many cases downright lies.   Correspondence from the Lord Advocate recently stated that 
if the information given to a Sheriff during an application for a Compulsory Supervision Order 
is not under oath (the standard procedure), no criminal offence has been committed.   The only 
redress for the family is a Civil claim for contempt of court.   Such action is not normally covered 
by Legal Aid and families have to lodge a minimum sum of between £35000 and £70000 to 
commence action.    That action takes years and is based on civil law standards of evidence 
and no guarantee of success.   In the meantime children are separated from their families in 
care at great risk to their health and lives and at great expense to the public purse.    The 
current system has no accountability for professionals pursuing children and parents therefore 
not only do families suffer, it is a great contravention of Articles 6 and 8 of the European Charter 
on Human Rights.    Current legislation gives little time for parents to get proper legal advice 
and to appeal decisions.    This is further aggravated by the very limited amount of legal aid 
available against the unrestricted funds available to the authorities.    That is a legal problem 
and not one I believe the Care Review has the resources to pursue. 
 
Through my network I have identified a number of other failings within the current system that 
are based purely on law and legislation.       In March 2019, I submitted a further four Petitions 
each dealing with  major deficiencies in the current legal processes and practices involved in 
child protection.    They are still being processed through the Petition Clerk.   I believe that they 
should be discussed alongside Petition 1673.  I note that your Committee has a further twelve 
live Petitions all dealing with childrens welfare.   Maybe they should all be considered at one 
time and ascertain what the underlying trend is that has triggered the different Petitions.     
 



Irrespective of the findings of the Independent Review, these and other areas of legal practices 
within child protection do need to be examined at the earliest opportunity by a legally trained 
person such as a QC to understand and resolve these problems and major breaches.   These 
legal points will need to be addressed at some time irrespective of the final report from the Care 
Review and therefore should be looked at now,   A particular practice that requires a QC to 
address is where  social workers ignore police/crown office investigations that find no evidence 
of any wrong doing by a parent or family member.    It is standard practice to use the original 
complaint to pursue the mother/parent and keep children in care.     One police officer told me 
in a Core Group Meeting that the findings of any investigation are totally irrelevant and the 
original complaint must stand.    In one such case children were taken into care for two years 
before being allowed home.  A police and Crown Office investigation found no evidence of any 
crime.    The accusation was that the mother had attempted to murder a child  by overdosing 
with insulin.    Truth being that the NHS knew before the allegation was made that the insulin 
pump fitted to the child had a serious manufacturing/design fault.    Two years later another 
practitioner reviewed the files, renewed the allegations and the children were taken back into 
care for a further two years before finally getting back to their mother.    That case was the most 
expensive legal aid bill in Scotland and seven years on the mother is still trying to clear her 
name against the totally unfounded allegations.    In  a current case social workers failed to 
follow proper procedures resulting in a mother being given only two hours a week visiting rights 
to her 19 month old child who is terminally ill in a Scottish Hospital.    Travel time to and from 
the hospital for the mother and family  is 8 hours by public transport. 
 
The Judiciary at all levels up to and including the Supreme Court are openly questioning 
practices within Child Protection.    Regularly their positive findings are totally ignored by 
practitioners and children and families suffer unnecessarily because of these attitudes and 
practices.   Their questions of the system are never pursued and left unanswered.  These need 
urgent review to improve the outcome for children taken into care.   Again by a QC. 
 
All those conversant with Petition 1673, would like you to consider it further and support the 
request for a QC led investigation in to the current illegal and non-compliant actions of 
practitioners in child protection in Scotland.   These actions are leading to almost 15000 
children being looked after not at home.     The serious outcomes for those children is well 
documented, outcomes from which they and their families suffer for the rest of their lives.   
Outcomes triggered by lies and deceit and the totally unnecessary removal of children from 
families through a mindset and failure to provide support for families. 
 


